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Why?
15 UTC 10 Oct 17 NHC advisory on Tropical Storm Ophelia
Can we objectively predict wind speed from satellite images?
“Dvorak intensity estimates range from T2.3/33 kt from UW-
CIMSS to T3.0/45 kt from TAFB toT4.0/65 kt from SAB. For 
now, the initial intensity will remain at 45 kt, which is an average of 
the scatterometer winds and all of the other available intensity 
estimates.”
Can we predict more frequently?
Custom Convolutional Neural Network
Training / Testing Results
North Atlantic
Piñeros et al. (2011): 14.7kt 
Ritchie et al. (2012): 12.9kt 
North Pacific
Ritchie et al. (2014): 14.3kt 
RMSE: 7.8 kt
Adapted from Stevenson et al. (2014).  Time series of satellite-derived intensity estimates (circles) for Hurricane 
Earl (2010), added to best track intensities and lightning flash rate time series.
Detailed look: Hurricane Earl, 2010
Detailed look: Hurricane Harvey 2017
Harvey 2017
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Why doesn’t model end up in production?
Trust factor
research productiondifficult
AI as black box
Understanding how system makes decisions
Hurricane Florence
Class activation map Feature saliency map
• Going extra mile 
• Interpret prediction data - prediction output maybe just numbers
• Questions:
• Does the model confidence remain the same over time?
• How do you maintain?
• How do you complete the loop with new training data?
We have a model .. now what?
• Performance requirements
• Metrics and baselines with initial model
• Monitor over time
• Back-testing
• Model and Software will change
• Back-testing model changes on historical data/baseline performance
• New models, competing for production
• Now-testing
• Test of production model on latest data
• Can we get early warning that the model may be faltering?
• Content drift: training data exploited by model are subtly changing with time
Deploying Model in Production
• Features
• Monitor NHC outlook for “invest” area for trigger
• Near real-time tropical cyclone intensity estimation services
• Map display
• Layers
• Comparison with operational forecasts/Evaluate
• Service APIs
Hurricane Wind Speed Estimation Portal
Architecture
• Consistent large scale training data
• AI black box
• Training data/Input data becomes part of the code
• Versioning training data, model, algorithm becomes difficult
• DevOps, CI/CD
• Complexity with evolving platforms and infrastructure
Challenges and lessons learned
#HurricaneFlorence http://hurricane.dsig.net manil.maskey@nasa.gov
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